A mapping of 115,000 randomized trials revealed a mismatch between research effort and health needs in non-high-income regions.
Concerns exist as to whether the allocation of resources in clinical research is aligned with public health needs. We evaluated the alignment between the effort of clinical research through the conduct of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and health needs measured as the burden of diseases for all regions and a broad range of diseases. We grouped countries into seven regions and diseases into 27 groups. We mapped all RCTs initiated between 2006 and 2015 that were registered at the WHO International Clinical Trials Registry Platform to regions and diseases. The burden of diseases in 2005 was mapped as disability-adjusted life years (DALYs), based on the 2010 Global Burden of Diseases study. Within regions, we defined a research gap when the proportion of RCTs concerning a disease in the region was less than half the relative burden of the disease. We mapped 117,180 RCTs planning to enroll 42.6 million patients and 2,220 million DALYs. In high- versus non-high-income countries, 130.9 versus 6.9 RCTs per million DALYs were conducted. We did not identify any research gap in high-income countries. We identified research gaps for all other regions. In particular, for Sub-Saharan Africa, we identified research gaps for common infectious diseases (CID) and neonatal disorders (ND): 5.8% (95% uncertainty interval 4.7-6.9) and 2.0% (0.9-4.5) of RCTs in Sub-Saharan Africa concerned CID and ND, although these diseases represented 22.9% and 11.6% of the burden in the region, respectively. For South Asia, we identified research gaps for the same two groups of diseases. In non-high-income regions, the conduct of RCTs was misaligned with the distribution of major causes of burden, in particular infectious diseases and neonatal disorders in Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia.